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Carpets are expensive items in homes. Any spilling of liquids on the carpets can diminish its shine
causing an embarrassment when your guests visit your home.  As the carpet becomes older, it
gathers micro-organisms that include mites and bacteria that are harmful to the health of the family
members. Therefore, a regular carpet cleaning Melbourne service should be scheduled at least
once in a year to ensure a shining and stain-free carpet. 

Carpet cleaning was once all about traditional methods that included scrubbing the surface with
baking soda. The technique has now changed a lot. Today there are many ways to ensure that your
carpet is free of micro-organisms and dirty stains. Home remedies are still in use and they are
useful to remove the stains that are very light. But these home solutions for carpet cleaning are of
little use when you wish to remove the minute indoor pollutants to save your people from allergies
and other diseases.

Most of the people depend on vacuuming for carpet cleaning in Melbourne. However, vacuuming
helps only in keeping the dust and dirt down on the surface and does not remove it completely. You
can not remove the obstinate stains from the carpet by vacuuming. You need professional cleaning
solutions and services from the experienced companies of the field. Even when your carpet does
not look like it is dirty, it requires professional cleaning services. This is because carpet has the
tendency to collect hidden dust and pollutants that can rise any time in the air inside of a home.

Professional carpet cleaning Melbourne services ensure that stepwise cleaning procedure so that
you get back a shining carpet that is free from all types of pollutants. The first step to the cleaning is
the pretreatment of the carpet. This step requires spraying of cleaning solutions on the carpet. The
cleaning solution forces the hidden dust particle to emerge on the surface for removal.

The second step is to clean the carpet. Cleaning process includes steam cleaning or hot water
extraction, cold water extraction and dry extraction. You should ask the carpet cleaning Melbourne
people about the method they will adopt for cleaning of your carpet.

As a last step for carpet cleaning the professional carpet cleaning Melbourne people will make the
carpet feel soft and new. They will remove all the residual stuff left on the carpet to give it a new
look.  Make sure that you ask for deodorizing of the carpet. 

When hiring a carpet cleaning in Melbourne, you may also be looking for the people who can also
clean your tile. So, find out if the company is offering you tile cleaning Melbourne services also. You
can save lots of money by having the two services from the same company.
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